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The new Danish discourse 

� From welfare to workfare: From rights to duties -

The shortest way to labour market. 

� Massive use of economic incentives

� Reducing numbers of new immigrants (The rule of 24 

years, Limit on social welfare-payments, etc.)

� Reorganizing (uniting) national and provincial labour

agencies
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� Recent income data from Statistics Denmark 

� Income gaps between immigrants and natives 

� Gaps increase with the level of education
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Annual income by level of education, males 2004

Source: Statistics Denmark
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Why the large income gap?

1. Comparing apples and pears

Labour market participation rates

Unemployment rates

Age distributions

Years of experience in the Danish labour market

Etc. 
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Labour force attachment in 2004 
1st generation immigrants and Danes aged 16-64
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Why the large income gap?

2. Underutilisation of formal education

If well-educated immigrants can’t obtain jobs that match 
their formal levels of education, they may:

• accept jobs they are formally overqualified for, or

• become self-employed

-> lower earnings
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1. Wage earners: Chantal

2. Self-employed: Shahamak
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1. Wage earners: Chantal

On-going research project at AKF – please do not cite!

2. Self-employed: Shahamak
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Overeducated wage earners

� An individual possesses more education than is strictly 
required for the job

� Is this a problem? 

� For the individual: Underlying reason, temporary or 
permanent, job satisfaction, productivity, wage penalty or 
reward, etc.

� For the macroeconomy: Skill-related underemployment, 
inefficient allocation of human capital, productivity and 
economic growth
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Defining overeducation

Reference point for each occupational category: 

Educational attainment of native Danish wage earners with at least 2 

months full-time employment.

ID      Year Educ.     ISCO    Median   LowLimit UpLimit Match

1 2001   16.0         51        13.0        10.9          15.1 O

1       2002   16.0         51        13.0        10.9          15.1        O

1 2003   16.0         23        16.0        12.1          16.0 A 

2 1995    9.0          74        13.6        10.4         14.9 U 

2       1996    9.0          74        13.6        10.4         14.9         U

… … …
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Incidence of overeducation
Occupation-to-skill match, 1995-2003, percent
Males aged 30-57, with at least 2 months full-time wage-employment in a given year

15.546.038.5
- Immigrants with
foreign education*

11.053.135.9
- Immigrants with
Danish education

16.446.337.3Immigrants, total

18.469.412.2Native Danes

Undereducated
Adequately
educatedOvereducated%
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Incidence of overeducation by ethnic group
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Temporary or permament situation?

- Yet to be investigated for the case of Denmark

- Studies from other European countries such as Germany show 

that OE individuals do not acquire better matches within a 

reasonable time frame.

- If this is true there is a risk that human capital is not only being

underutilised, but also depreciated. This makes it even more 

difficult to obtain an adequate match later on. 
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Are the overeducated (relatively) poor?
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Does education for immigrants pay?

Yes – but not as much as it could! 

Current policies focus on increasing employment rate

Also important to pay attention to job-to-education matches

Need to know more about transferability (or lack thereof) of

foreign education and foreign labour market experience
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Self-employment: 

Challenges to the dominant discourse

� The holistic perspective

� The empowerment perspective

� Innovative projects

� The EU-sponsored projects

� The dynamics of immigrant’s societies

� The institutional deficiency
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Numbers of enterprises owned by immigrants, by type and level ofNumbers of enterprises owned by immigrants, by type and level ofNumbers of enterprises owned by immigrants, by type and level ofNumbers of enterprises owned by immigrants, by type and level of education & business line 1997education & business line 1997education & business line 1997education & business line 1997
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Immigrant enterprise owners, by educational level and 

whether they believe they can use their educational 

merits in their businesses (2003)

100,0%65,2%2,2%29,6%1,5%1,5%

1358834022
Total

100,0%100,0%0,0%0,0%0,0%0,0%

110000
No Education

100,0%70,0%10,0%20,0%0,0%0,0%

1071200
Primary Education

100,0%50,0%0,0%45,8%4,2%0,0%

241201110
Courses e.a.

100,0%72,7%9,1%18,2%0,0%0,0%

1181200
Secondary
Education

100,0%63,8%0,0%34,5%1,7%0,0%

583702010
Vocational Training

100,0%74,2%3,2%16,1%0,0%6,5%

31231502
Further Education

TotalNo, not at allNo, almost notDon’t know
Yes, but 
limited

Yes, very
much so

Immigrant enterprise owners, by educational level and 

whether they believe they can use their educational merits 

in their businesses (1998)

100,0%48,9%8,9%0,7%17,0%24,4%

135661212333
Total

100,0%0,0%0,0%100,0%0,0%0,0%

100100
No Education

100,0%76,9%0,0%0,0%0,0%23,1%

13100003
Primary Education

100,0%31,8%13,6%0,0%40,9%13,6%

2273093
Courses e.a.

100,0%63,6%18,2%0,0%18,2%0,0%

1172020
Secondary
Education

100,0%45,6%8,8%0,0%14,0%31,6%

572650818
Vocational Training

100,0%51,6%6,5%0,0%12,9%29,0%

31162049
Further Education

TotalNo, not at allNo, almost notDon’t know
Yes, but 
limited

Yes, very
much so

Source: Survey 1998, 2003 Source: Survey 1998, 2003
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Status

In 1997 there were 4.817 enterprises owned by 
immigrants, who had middle or higher educations. 1.602 
(33,3 percent) of these enterprises were located in the so 
called ”Traditional immigrant businesses branches (e.g. 
groceries & Kiosks, Special-shops, cafeteria, fast-food / 
grill bars and Taxi). In 2001 the number of enterprises 
was grown to 8.153 enterprises of which 2.488 (or 30,5 
pct.) were located ion the same business areas. 

Looking at the comparable pattern among businesses 
owned by individuals of Danish national origin (natives) 
we had in 1997,  96.980 and in 2002, 157.930 enterprises 
where the owners had middle or higher educations. The 
percentage of businesses located in the so called 
”traditional immigrant business areas” were 20,2 percent 
in 1997, fallen to 12 pct. in 2001. 
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–––– 65) of 65) of 65) of 65) of DanishDanishDanishDanish national originnational originnational originnational origin
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2002:
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1997:

2002:
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Concluding remarks on the basis of empirical observations:

As far as the enterprise owners of Danish national origins  (natives) are concerned, there are 

positive statistical relations between:

1. Educational level and business  branch

2. Type of education and business branch

3. Educational level and income

The same pattern is not observed as far as immigrant owners of enterprises are concerned:

• No correlation between educational level and business branch

• No correlation between type of education and business branch

• No correlation between educational level and income. (Here we can, all 

other thing equal, observe a negative relationship.
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● Enterprise owners with middle or higher educations who are 
displaced with regard to business branch (The mismatch –
dilemma and the opportunity structure)

● Young female enterprise owners

● 2. Generation immigrants. 

Break-out potentials
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1. Supporting and empowering break-out potentials; Fema le 
entrepreneurs, reducing the mismatch between educatio nal merits,
business branch and income, Focus on 2. generation immigrants

2. Replacing the discourse of “declaration of inten tions, aid-oriented 
short run projects and control” by proactive tax-policy with a positive 
social bias.

3. More use of selective migration policy. 

4. The role of public sector as the biggest employer, demander and 
supplier of goods and services.

Policy-Recommendations


